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. .filter

W4 PERIODICAL: 6 Tizvestiya vysshikh uchebnykh zd-vedeniy,
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TEXT: Accurate formulae and graphs for calculating the
•,percentage ripple in full-wave rectifier circuits with a capaci-

<Ctative output filter are given. First, three bridge-type recti-
fier circuits (see Fig. 1) are considered. The percentage ripile

c.for the k-th harmonic in theme-can be calculated from
MCC *the formula: I r .

k ko(j, k ) (n \c rH

where ko= 20/4'1cm•l CrHa is the ripple factor for an ideal

rectifier in which the internal resistance r is much smaller
a

rhan •tl load r,,; • is a correction factor taking into account
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the losses due to a finite r and m is the ratio of the basic
a I

frequency of the rectified voltage to that 'of the *.nput (at the
secondary of the rectifier transformer). Curves giving .Z as a
.function o0. Icr /r are illustrated in Fig. 2 and these can be

used for practical calculations. Graphs can also be employed for, 4
single-phase and three-phase voltage-doubler circuits. The graphs
and Eq. (1) were verified ex-perimentally by constructing a three-
phase bridge rectifier circuit and a three-phase doubler system.
The measured results were in good agreement with the calculated
curves. -For approximate calculations it is posbible to use the
formula:

k ni = N/orH o (12)

where C 0 is thecapacitance of the filterin tF and rH is the.
0 .

load in kfl; N is a coefficient which'is dependent on the
rectifier system and on the ratio r /r For a full-wav4

a H
rectifier N = 2.,9 - 2.5 and for single-phase.doubler circuits
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it is 2.8 - 2.2. N = 0.16- v.32 for three-phase circuits, while
for three-phase doublers N = 0.15 - 0.07. It is pointed out that,
other conditions being equal, tjie use of doubler circuits results
in a reduction of the ripple. Thirsr if in the doubler circuit the
ripple is 0.5% for currents of up to 28Km*, .this increases two- or
threefold in a bridge circuit for output current**angin .fro
100 - 280 mA. There are 6 "Cigures-.and . table.
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Figr. 2:
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